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“It’s them!”
“They appeared! Take them down!”
“Report to the sect immediately!!”
Almost at the same time, when these guards yelled loudly, Lin Ziming
moved. Even if he held Chu Fei, his speed was almost at the extreme. In
almost an instant, he arrived in front of these guards and shot.
These guards are not ordinary innate realm masters, but innate realm
Dzogchen masters with a certain strength, and one of them is a half-step
master of the gods. This power, when outside, is enough to cause The waves
were raging, but in front of Lin Ziming, he didn’t even have the ability to
fight back.
Just a face-to-face meeting, Lin Ziming solved them, and the total time
added was only two seconds, which is almost the limit!
Although Lin Ziming’s movements were already fast enough, they still
couldn’t stop them. They passed the signal out. For a while, all the people in
the Heaven Killing Sect knew that Lin Ziming appeared, and at an
extremely fast speed. , Leaning towards this side, to form a huge net, and to
enclose Lin Ziming, with such strength, even if Lin Ziming is a shark, he
must be captured!
At the same time, Tian Jue also heard this signal and suddenly opened his
eyes, “Appeared!”
In the next moment, his body disappeared in place. There were still many
high-level officials of the Heaven-killing Sect in the hall. This meeting also
started to move towards the position where Lin Ziming appeared, and
outflank it at the fastest speed. Lin Zi must be removed. Ming won!
They knew that winning Lin Ziming was not just to prevent Lin Ziming
from taking Nangong Wuxia away, nor was it just to save the face lost by
Tianzong, but that Lin Ziming, as the world’s number one combat force, if
he could If Lin Ziming is pressed to death here, then it will be easier and
faster for the next invasion of the secular world!
Therefore, not just Killing Heaven Sect, but the elite powerhouses of the
entire martial world, have gathered in Heaven Killing Sect, and they are
about to catch Lin Ziming!
It is no exaggeration to say that Lin Ziming is now a turtle in the urn, and
being caught is only a matter of time.
And this time does not need to be long.
In fact, this message had already spread two days ago and reached the ears
of the secular world.
Suddenly caused a huge shock!
Especially in the country of China, all of them reacted fiercely.
“What?! Instructor Lin actually fell into the hands of Heaven Killer! What is
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going on!”
“It’s over, this is over. Instructor Lin is our only hope. If Instructor Lin
really falls into the hands of Heavenly Killer, then everything is gone…”
“Don’t be too pessimistic. Instructor Lin hasn’t really fallen into the hands
of Tianzong. Surely, with Instructor Lin’s strength, he can escape
smoothly.”
“This is impossible. What is the place of Heaven Killing Sect? There are
many masters in the Innate Realm like dogs, and masters in the Divine
Realm walk all over the floor, and there are two great masters in Tianjue and
Kunlun. Falling into the hands of Heaven Killing Sect, it is absolutely
impossible to escape!”
“Hey, instructor Lin is over now, I really don’t understand why instructor
Lin is so good to go to Tianzong? Isn’t this looking for death!”
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